
The Yoga Master's Formula
To Open Your Body. Fast. 

WHY
STIFF?



The yoga master surveyed me with genuine interest and a hint of
concern, repeating his question, "Why stiff?"

Good question. Why am I so stiff? I was in my early 20's, fairly
athletic, and had even been doing yoga for a few years. Was this
a case of bad genetics? Maybe because I'm a dude? Did I have
"issues in my tissues?" 

It was my first trip to India, and only my third class at the
legendary yogashala in Mysore. And this wasn't normal yoga. This
wasn't yoga-pants-yoga. This was intense, Indian-style yoga and
to survive, my body was going to have to open. Fast.  

Finally, I mustered a humble reply, "I don't know, guruji, can you
help?" 

"Yes, guruji fixing."
 



Over the next few months, the my body opened as the master
fixed me in many new postures.

Of course, yoga is a meditative tradition that goes well beyond
the body and yoga postures, however physical improvements
are great proof of the fruits of practice. 

Over my lifetime of teaching, I've observed that the students that
really stick with yoga over their lifetime are the ones that initially
struggled. The combination of making noticeable improvement
and the good feelings that follow is irresistible, and habit
forming. 

What follows are the flexibility best practices as told by ancient
and modern masters.  My hope is that you can quickly (and
safely) open your body. 
 



The Yoga Master often told us to make the body "tight and stiff."

Talk about confusing advice. After all, I was the stiff guy,
remember?

Actually, the problem that many of us run into is that we are
overly tight in certain areas while overly mobile in others.

Imagine a rubber band that is thick on one side and thin on the
other. When you stretch the band, which side is going to stretch
more? The thin side. 

We see similar results in movement. Many yogis, dancers,  and
gymnasts are hypermobile in their lower backs, an advantage for
back bending movements. However, the tendency to move to
overtax those joints can lead to problems of overuse. 

 
 

Get Tight1.



Good coaches and teachers, like the yoga master, help their
athletes by cueing the stabilizing muscles. And what may be
surprising is that stability of the spine and joints leads to
immediate improvement in a person's range of motion. 

The hollow body hold (HBH) creates a foundation for stability
that can be applied widely across positions.  Begin with the
knees bent, finding neutral pelvis, ribs, head. The key to success
is activating the key stabilizers of your gluteals and deep abs,
transverses abdominus. 

Play Video Tutorial

https://youtu.be/01iEknlpnVY
https://youtu.be/01iEknlpnVY


The next time that you are at the gym or park, notice how people
warm-up and stretch. It's terrible. I've seen countless weekend
warriors throw their leg up onto the park bench and hold their
breath while "bouncing" into a stretch. No wonder many coaches
teach athletes to avoid stretching, it's dangerous when done this
way, or at the very least ineffective. 

I encourage students to use a variety of dynamic and held
positions. The  body craves variety, including variety in your
mobility practice. But, the fastest way to see improvement in
your flexibility is PNF (proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation), or
more simply, Contract/Relax.    

 
 

2. PNF



Get into your position. (Any stretch or yoga pose will work)
Contract the targeted muscles as you Inhale. (5 seconds)
Exhale, Relax the tight muscles (10 seconds)

How to Contract/Relax:

1.
2.
3.

Repeat this 3-5 times. Experiment with this technique. You'll
learn to self-assist as you go! 



Oleation, or adding oil to the body, is a central practice within
traditional Ayurveda.  Oleation is used within massage treatments
and Shira Dhara inwhich warm oil is slowly poured onto the third  
eye. Even with the food, oil, or more specifically medicated ghee
is a nutritional supplement. 

Traditional yogis will take at least one oil bath per week to
remove "excess heat" from the body. Of course, you could run
out and get a massage, but I really recommend the self-massage
as an enhancement of your practice. You’ll learn more about
your anatomy, palpating individual muscles, and feeling where
the tissues have become stuck. 

Although there is a specific technique of self-massage
(abhyanga), it’s pretty intuitive and I think that you’ll figure it out,
here are a few tips to get you started:

 

3. Add Oil 



1. Put your oil bottle in a bowl of warm water, to heat the oil. You
can use castor oil, almond oil, or coconut oil for their cooling
properties, or raw sesame oil on a daily basis for a warming
effect. 

2. Begin with your head and work the oil deeply into your scalp.
Don’t worry about the oily hair, it’s good for your hair; besides it’s
your off day. Continue working the oil into your ears, face,
forehead, and jaws using circular motions. 

3. Massage the shoulders, arms, chest, and back. Spend extra
time on your joints and any stiff or achy body parts. 

4. Continue working on the belly, moving in a clockwise direction.
The abdomen is super important and usually neglected when
you receive a massage. 

 
 

Oil Bath Checklist 



5. Spend some time on the lower back and kidneys. The kidneys
are the storehouse of Jing, your vital energy, don’t forget!

6. Continue working the hips, buttocks, groins, and other areas
that might not normally receive attention. Continue downstream
into your thighs, knees (they kneed it), lower leg, and feet. 

7. When you finish, leave the oil on for a while and let it absorb
deep into your body. 

8. If you have a tub, take a hot bath after your massage and
continue massaging the oil into your body. Enjoy yourself
 

Oil Bath Checklist 

Play Video Tutorial

https://youtu.be/xuhpnJoim2U
https://youtu.be/xuhpnJoim2U


Tissue Smashing, aka Self Mysofascia Release, is low hanging fruit
for improving tissue function and recovery. When choosing the
right tools, I recommend a Kitchen Sink approach, and make use
of everything you can find. 

Interestingly, your tissue smashing should not hurt, well, not hurt
that much.  A little sweet pain is to be expected, but nothing that
you can't breathe into and relax. The problem with pain is that
the tissues will actually stiffen as a protective mechanism. 

Whether you are using a hard or soft ball, ease into the pressure,
use the Contract/Relax method, and breathe. Spend just a few
minutes smashing and move on. In addition to the usual places
that you might be smashing, I've included a few that you might
have missed: 

 
 

4. Get Smashed 



Constipated? Back Pain? Trouble Sleeping? Poor Breathing?
The Gut Smash is your medicine cabinet!

Gut Smashing has been shown to help with a large variety of
complaints. While many of us are trying to create a firm
abdomen, we also want to develop a supple mid-section that
we can completely relax.

Use a soft kids ball or rolled up beach towel to begin. Just a
few minutes...breathe into the pressure, contract/relax.

Gut Smash 

Play Video Tutorial

https://youtu.be/XZ2aaCDQE0g
https://youtu.be/XZ2aaCDQE0g
https://youtu.be/XZ2aaCDQE0g


Smashing the tissues of the upper shoulder and neck,
especially the traps, levator scapula and supraspinous relieves
lifetimes of tension.

After you do one side, look in the mirror and notice the
difference. Did that shoulder drop?

Neck Smash

Play Video Tutorial

https://youtu.be/it1iLtqzAc0
https://youtu.be/it1iLtqzAc0


When it comes to shoulders, the upper shoulders (traps) seem
to get all the attention. Spend time working the underside of
the shoulders and notice the results. 

Starting at the hip crest, where numerous tissues converge
and working into the length of the side body into the armpit
will free the arms, back and breath. 

Lats Smash

Play Video Tutorial

https://youtu.be/0CaOjCJQQFo
https://youtu.be/0CaOjCJQQFo


Smash through the many dense tissues of the low back to
arrive at the deep Quadratus lumborum. The QL is the four-
headed muscle of the low back that suffers on a daily basis
due to poor posture and too much sitting. 

Low Back Smash

Play Video Tutorial

https://youtu.be/RLvkuHpUg6o
https://youtu.be/0CaOjCJQQFo


The Hamstring Smash will change your life. Working into these
dense tissues, especially at the attachments will improve your
posture and flexibility.

If the hamstring sandwich is too intense, start out with a foam
roller and no extra weight on top.  

Hamstring Smash

Play Video Tutorial

https://youtu.be/0Iy5i_ch3nE
https://youtu.be/0Iy5i_ch3nE


Although we rarely think about it when stretching or smashing,
the joints account for 50% of potential range of motion. Joint
distraction is used by modern physiotherapists in much the
same way as the ancient yogis suspended by ropes, to stretch
the joint capsules and improve congruency. 

When athletes come to me wishing to quickly improve their full
body flexibility, I always use a heavy band. 

It's simple, if you are stiff, the band is going to give you a user-
fiendly stretch of the muscles, joints, connective tissues etc.
You'll feel how to stretch and how to feel the position much
faster than without.  

If you are flexible already, the band will activate the deep
stabilizing muscles in the joints. You'll get stronger.

 
 

5. Distract 



If you have tight hamstrings, the dog pose is not easy. This
banded hip joint takes pressure off the arms by supporting
the body at the hip. 

Hip Impingement is common due to prolonged sitting,
standing weird or simply moving poorly through the
environment. The femur moves to the front of the hip socket
and can prevent us from a smooth hip flexion. 

Dog Pose

Play Video Tutorial

https://youtu.be/GiqgALWGrKM
https://youtu.be/GiqgALWGrKM


Impingement of the Front Hip (Anterior) has become
increasingly common in our modern lives. This "tightness" of
the hips can limit movement in a variety of directions and lead
to involvement & pain in the back as well as the hips.

If you haven't met your psoas before, say "hello"

Anterior Hip

Play Video Tutorial

https://youtu.be/da9PFUxjg-g
https://youtu.be/da9PFUxjg-g


The resting squat is our birthright as a human being.
unfortunately, many of us modern humans have lost this
natural position. The band supports your position, giving
you a chance to collect some valuable time at full Range of
Motion.  

Squat

Play Video Tutorial

https://youtu.be/Psu1VYE_nQ0
https://youtu.be/Psu1VYE_nQ0


Normally we reach overhead using the various muscles at
the top of the shoulder (traps, deltoid, etc.). Using the
Heavy Monster Band as a distraction trains the muscles
under the shoulder (lats, lower traps, serratus anterior) to
work as stabilizers.

Overhead Shoulder

Play Video Tutorial

https://youtu.be/XDwXluvt8A4
https://youtu.be/XDwXluvt8A4


This is an exciting time for you. This program detailed in this
short volume is enough to help you maintain your body and
normalize your range of motion. 

Interested in more? Awesome! I post daily content through social
media (click the links) and offer courses through my website and
in person. 

I look forward to observing your journey!

Yours in Yoga,
Adarsh 

Next Steps



Adarsh 
Yoga.com

 

adarshyoga.com

YouTube.com/smartstretch

Instagram.com/adarshw

Vimeo.com/adarshyoga

Facebook.com/adarshyoga108

adarshwilliams@gmail.com
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